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REVIEWS.
THE BLOOD-MAKING ORG4ANS.

DR. KONRAD HELLY'S volume dealing with the haemato-
poietic organs' forms a part of the second (German) edition
of Nothnagel's System of Special Pathology and Therapy,
and is introductory to the study ot the group of
diseases known generally as the anaemias, placed under
the subeditorship of Professor Ehrlich and Dr. Lazarus.
Dr. Helly, whose name is well known in the field of
haematological investigation, shows himself to be not
only a worthy exponent of the special views propounded
by Professor Ehrlich, but also to be a writer well qualified,
both by reason of his own Investigations and his wide
literary knowledge, to give a personal and impartial
verdict of the views put forward by other investigators.

Dr. Helly has divided his subject into two parts. The
first contains a discussion of the histology and physiology
both of the lymphatic glands,including isolated lympbatic
tracts, and of the spleen, and sections dealing with the
pathological histology of these tissues, including the con-

sideration of such processes as atrophy, hyperplasla,
inflammation (granulomatous and otherwise), cyst-forma-
tion, lymphomatous development, and the invasion of
lymphatic tissues by various primary and secondary
neoplasms. The second part-much more extensive,
taking up fully three-fourths of the volume-is devoted
to the consideration of the minute anatomy, functions,
and pathology of the bone marrow. This tissue, which
has occupied the attention of many investigators of recent
years, has hardly been treated as thoroughly in textbooks
on systematic medicine as the importance of the many
problems connected with it deserves. So far as we are

aware, no such effort as Dr. Helly's has yet been made to
correct this fault, and we commend to all investigators
his valuable summary of work dealing with the subject.
This tissue will be found to be dignified not only
with all the anatomical trappings of a definite
parenchyma, connective tissue, reticulum, and vascular
supply, but also with well-defined pathological characters
which if, as Dr. Helly impresses us, not of an obvious
naked-eye nature, are none the less by microscopic and
histo-chemical manipulations rendered clear. By these
means it is possible not only to recognize atrophic and
hyperplastic changes, but the more special alterations
incidental to anaemia, leucocythaemia, myelomatosis, and
sarcomatous-development. There is little wonder that
pathologists have been slow to take up this new field of
special study, so deterrent is the wide range of the litera-
ture relating to the subject; but there is another and
much more fundamental reason, namely, the limitation
which is found to hedge in all considerations of the minute
histological points of difference amongst the white cor-

puscles of the blood; more especially is this the case

when we consider in extravascular sites the group of cells
known under the generic term of " granulocytes "-that is,
those cells which, irrespective of their size, nuclear con-.

figuration, and protoplasmic peculiarities. include small
granules of varying size, which present different tinctorial
reactions, these dlfferences not being always of patho-
logical moment, but, as Dr. Helly admits, occa3ionally due
to vagaries of technique.

Dr. Helly, in an elaborate discussion. pays the closest
attention to the views held to explain the genesis of the
two very distinct types of cells represented in the blood,
and included under the term "granulocytes and lympho-
cytes." Comparatively easy as it is to distinguisti these
groups when they occur in blood films, the difficulties
may be almost insuperable when an effort is made to
trace in such a tissue as the bone marrow, spleen, or other
lymphatic tissue the same types of cell. The tissue
myelocytes and tissue lymphocytes, though preserving
some of the features of the circulating types, present diE-
tortions of others, the nuclei much more frequently show
mitoses even irregular in type, the protoplasm is changed
quantitatively and qualitatively, and in the case of the
granulocytes, the reader will, we suspect, find some cause

for quarrel with Dr. Helly, for with all the care he has
taken to give clear pronouncements, the description of the

non-granular representatives of the myelocytes is inade-
quate. A few well-chosen diagrams would help in this

I Die haenatopoietischen Organe in ihren Beziehungen zur Pathologie des
Blutes. Von Dr. Konrad Holly. Wien: Alfred H6lder. 1908. (Super
royal 8vo, pp. 205, 1 illustration and 1 coloured plate. M. 5.20.)'

direction, or even a little letterlng in the coloured plates
would have enabled the reader to understand the picture
Dr. Helly wishes to convey.
He has adopted Ehrlich's well-known views of the

specificity of the granulocytes and lymphocytes: the
marrow is the seat of formation of the former and the
lymphatic collections, Including the spleen, of the latter.
When clinical and pathological observation fail clearly to.
establish this view, Dr. Helly musters experimental and
histological inquiries to show that granulocytes never
do originate in any place other than the marrow; whenever
they appear Jn other parts of the body this is due to a
diffasion (Aussechwemmuwg, Verschleppung) of the same from
the bone-encased marrow. There is no possibility of a
metaplastic development in any lymphatic tissue of
granulocytes from local lymphocytes, nor by analogy with
the occurrence of vestigial growths of suprarenal
tissue in the testicle or of muscular fibres in rhabdo-
myomata of the kidney is it permissible to think that the
granulocytic conversion (Umwandlung) of the splenic and
lymphatic tissue is due to the survival and ultimate pro-
liferation of dormant embryological forerunners of the,
myelocyte which, owing to developmental irregularity, are
included in these tissues. Such myelocytic development
must be due to a "colonization " as opposed to a metastatic
growth of alien cells. Although the arguments advanced by
Dr. Helly, in the present incompleteness of our knowledge,
almost command conviction on the part of the reader, we
cannot help but state our hesitation to accept the
view that the mere incident of birth should be held
to fix a limit to the further exhibition of cellular
metamorphoses which are acknowledged to occur during
antenatal existence. The genesis of the various forms of
leucocytes is but one of many important problems which
Dr. Helly discusses; and in conclusion we would call the
attention of the reader to other points which are equally
well presented to his notice, such as the author's recom-
mendation of the clinical use of the term "sublymph-
aemic leucocythaemia" when referring to some of the
members of the group of diseases known as lymphadenoma,
the distinction of lymphomata from lymphosarcomata,
and the necessity for considering the spleen as nothing
morp than a "regional lymphatic glknd of the circula-
tion," as Dr. Helly puts it, as opposed to the ordinary
lymphatic glands which are interposed in the lymphatio
circulation.

Dr. Helly tells us that comparatively little work has
been done to establish any functional relation between
the spleen and bone marrow; this, however, happens to
be one of matters considered in an important monograph
by Dr. KURT ZIEGLER.) The experimental part of this
monograph consists of a study of the changes in the
blood picture and in the tissues, especially the haemato-
poietic ones, which follow' upon the exposure of the
spleen alone or of the spleen and bones or lymphatic
glands of the mouse, guinea-pig, and rabbit to the
influence of Roentgen rays. A relative and absolute
reduction of lymphocytes was found to occur con-
stantly; this was associated with an increase in
the polymorphonuclear cells. Probably the earlier
manifestations of this change were due to an inflam-
mrtory reaction; but in the opinion of the author
the subsequent maintenance of the change is due to a
particular interaction of the spleen and marrow, the dis-
cussion and proof of the existence of which forms the
main thesis of the work. Although the lymphatic glands
showed some changes, these can be excluded from dis-
cussion in favour of the more obvious and more extensive
changes met with in the spleen and marrow. Heinecke
and the author in conjunction with Krause have already
shown that it is possible so to regulate the exposure of the
spleen to the Roentgen rays that there shall occur a total
or partial destruction of the follicles of the spleen, due to
necrotic destruction of the lymphocytes entering into their
formation, without damaging the stroma or blood vessels
of the spleen or even the skin and muscle of the abdominal
walls. Dr. Ziegler repeated these results, but was
farther able to show that new cells are formed in the
spleen subsequently to the exposure to the Roentgen rays
and that these cells showed mitoses and presented char-
acters such as are met with in myelocytes; further, the

2Experimenlelle und k7inische Untersuchungen ilber d ie Histogenesis der
m i euaemie. Von Dr. Kurt Ziegler. Jena: Gustav Fischer.

pp. 125; 2 lithographic plates. M.4.60.)
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marrow was shown to have undergone a myelocytic hyper-
plasia and myelocytes to have entered the blood stream so
as to produce a veritable myelocythaemia; in other words
experimental myelocytic leucocythaemia wvas produced and was

developed as a result of changes taking place in the spleen
-which were instrumaental in provoking activity in the
'marrow. Dr. Ziegler gives a full account of the blood
pictures obtained during life and the histological changes
met with after death in 3 cases of human myeloid or
myelocytic leucocythaemia, and though the agencies
causing the necrosis of the lymphatic tissues are
unknown to the author unless infection or trauma
is to be considered to be capable of originating such
change, yet Dr. Ziegler claims that, given this necrosis of
spleen tissue, changes will be met with in other organs
closely parallel to those found in experimental myelo-
cythaemia. Space prevents us from following the author
in his discussion of the various theories as to the origin
of leucocytes, but obviously he is an ardent disciple of
Paul Ebrlich. Our criticisms already made with respect
to Dr. Helly's means of detecting non-granular samples of
myelocytes apply here too; the reader will find great
difficulty in recognizing myelocytes in Figs. 6, 9, and 70.

Dr. Ziegler concludes with a practical suggestion. It is
well known that splenectomy in myelocytic leucocythaemia
is extremely fatal, and Dr. Ziegler suggests that if by
judicious use of the Roentgen rays the spleen can be
deprived of its myelocytic content, leaving it a merely
-indifferent lymphadenomatous organ, the blood at the
same time being restored to more normal conditions, it
would then be possible to perform splenectomy without
any immediate harmful results, and in conformity with
his experimental results the source of one material
capable of provoking the myelocytic development in the
marrow would be removed, and presumably the leuco-
cythaemia would not recur.

MEDICAL NOVELS.
IT has repeatedly been pointed out that it is a good thing
for doctors to find relief from their strenuous life in the
riding of a hobby, or in that highest form of recreation,
change of work, especially if that work be literature. At
all times there have been doctors who have successfully
wooed the muee, and it is a little surprising that men
whose profession gives them so many opportunities of
seeing life in all its varieties do not more frequently
record their experlence in the form of novels. Of course
we have some, as Smollett and Goldsmith, among the
greatest, but there is room for more. Has not Carlyle
said that it is every man's duty to utter that which is in
him: "Produce! Produce! Were it but the pitifujlest
infinitesimal fraction of a Product, produce it in God's
name!" Few have the time to do this, and many have
not the inclination; 11 the more warmly, therefore.
should we welcome those who put the knowledge of
human nature they have gained by their special study and
practice into artistic shape for the benefit of the humble
but (to the author at least) necessary "general reader."
We have for some time had on our table three novels by

members of the medlcal profession which would have
been reviewed earlier but for the pressure on our space of
matter of sterner stuff. Taking them in the order of their
coming the first place belongs to A Jury of the Virtuous,8
by Patrick Hood, a peeudonym which we understand veils
the personality of a lady doctor. We congratulate her on
the success which she has achieved in a- new direction.
The convict in fiction is not always an attractive or even
interesting figure, but the ticket-of leave man who plays
the part of hero in her story is an exception. Moreover,
the story is interesting in itself, since it tends to prove
that the hardest part of a convict's punishment comes after
his releeae. Richard Ransome, after three years' imprison-
ment for forgery, finds himself at the age of 26 practically
alone in the world, repudiated by his family and friends,
and cut off from society. An old friend of his father's
takes him in hand and R.ichard goes to live with him.
The inevitable result. follows: Richard and his host's
daughter fall in love, and the match, being from the point
of view of society, impossible, the lover leaves England,
and travels for some time as secretary to a rich American.
Meanwhile a rival does all he can to ruin him at home,

and finally sets out to find and kill him; but at the last
moment repents and advises Richard to return to England
and marry Hertha, who is ready to forget and forgive all.
Sir John, Hertha's father, withdraws his opposition, and
all ends happily in one sense. But the ' Jury of the
Virtuous," or, in other words, Society. does not forget
"a man's past" so readily, and we are left to conclude that
Richard and Hertha,Dpopular and respected as they are,
will have to content-tthemselves with each other's society,
since they will be admitted to no other. This is the moral
of the book: let a man strive ever so hard to retrieve the
social ruin entailed by a crime that is found out, he can
never, in the eyes of the world, live down his past. In the
words of one of the characters:
Nothing is the matter.... Only this fellow has a past,

you see. Other fellows must show that they draw the line
somewhere.... It Isn't that one cares, only one must let
other people think one does.
The author has a distinct sense of style, and the book is

in a literary sense far above the standard of the novels
which achieve popularity at the present day. She also
sbows much skill in the drawing of character. Poor
Richard, proud and sensitive, ill in mlnd and body and
with nerves "like sweet bells tangled, out of tune and
harsh,' keenly alive to any slight yet too ready to take
offence at a word or a look, and suffering intensely all the
while from the shame and misery of his past, is a fine
study. So is old Sir John-honest, kind-hearted, the
typical Englishman. Hertha is a somewbat novel type
of heroine, a girl who manages to lead the life of a country
gentleman on her father's estate, and is, nevertheless, all
that is most charmingly feminine. A good deal of stress
is laid on the fact of her being essentially "modern,"
which perhaps explains the phenomena of her combining
the parts of hockey girl, society lady, and graduate in
science with equal success. The love story of Miss
MacLick and Dr. Templeton, an old maid and confirmed
bachelor, which runs through the book as a sort of under-
current to the main plot, is lightly and prettily told. It
is perhaps somewhat difficult to account for the fascina-
tion Alexandra MacLick has for two men like Dr.
Templeton and the American, Reuben Shout, since she is
a kind of bachelor in petticoats; but she and Hertha
might stand for the two types of " advanced woman "-the
old "new woman," with dress and talk alike carefully
copied from that of the men, and the " modern girl," with
her athletics and scattered learning. The weakest part of
the book lies in Richard's crime, since we are asked to
believe he forged a cheque in order, to use his own words,
to " rag" another man, as a kind of practical joke.
Except for this, the book is thoroughly good and well
worth reading. Though written with a purpose it has
nothing in it of the problem novel.

Fortune's Fool,4 by Dr. F. E. WYNRE, is a story which
should be specially interesting to doctors, especially those
who have gone through the hard experience of assistant
in a contract practice. It describes the career of a young
Irish gentleman, who studies medicine against his father's
wishes and in a fit of infatuation marries a nurse at the
hospital where he holds an appointment. This is the
first step in his downward course, for Isabel turns out to
be, to use her own words, "a regular bad lot." She had
expected that her marriage would make her a "county
lady," but finding herself instead the wife of astruggling
practitioner, she seeks to drown her disappointment in
drink. Sbe drags her husband down from being assistant
in a midland colliery practice to the depths of a "sixpenny
practice" in a northern seaside resorb. Here, whilst she
is in- alcoholic coma, her husband puts an end to her life
by injecting morphine. In a state bordering on distrac-
tion he sets out to walk to his home in the West of Ire-
land, but dies of pneumonta and exhaustion as he reaches
his goal-felx opportunitate mortis, for in the meantime he
had been denounced by a crazy fellow-countryman whom
years before he had he]ped tocheat the hangman. There is a
good deal of powerin the writing, and the interest is main-
tained throughout; indeed, we may say that it is one of
the few novels that have appeared in recent years which
we have read from cover to cover. Dr. Wynne gives a
terribly vivid picture of the seamy side of professional
life-" shop-doctoring" and contract practice. Lionel is
4Fortune's Fool. By Dr. F. E. Wynne. Published by Brown, Langhaiu

and Co., 78, New Bond Street, London. Pp. 311. Price,6s.
A Jury of the Virtuous. By Patrick Hood. Published by Hurstand Blackett, Limited, London; pp. 368.
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too much of a prig to be altogether a sympathetic
character, but the different stages of his downfall are
finely worked out, and the end is really tragic. He is
interesting inasmuch as he is unlike the usual run of
novel heroes. He has strange views on right and wrong,
and regards murder a3 a thing at times both right and
necessary. There is a certain moral deficiency, in him:
he is weak and emotional, and withal curiously and
boyishly innocent. "One simply fulfils one's destiny" Is

his creed, and he is one who miaht indeed say of himself,
"0, I am fortune's fool." The book illustrates the
ineffectiveness of mere intellect without character.

The Way of War' is a novel with a very definite purpose,
and, unlike the majority of such productions, it is both
interesting and powerful. Of late years we have heard a
great deal about the unprotected state of our East Coast,
and here Mr. 'Scot, who is, we believe, an Edinburgh
physician of considerable distinction, gives us a striking
picture of the fate that might overtake us in the case of
invasion. Not content with showing the utter lack of
means of defence, and insisting upon'the urgent necessity
for providing some sort of protection by forts and naval
d6p6ts along the coast, he paints in vivid language the
folly of weakening our one source of strength, the navy,
and denounces the criminal want of interest displayed by
the Government and by the nation in the defence of their
country. Speaking of the unprepared condition for war
of Edinburgh and the surrounding districts, Mr. Scot
says:
War has come upon us wlth the rapidity of an earthquake

and as unexpectedly. . . . How we cursed the Government
which, by Its blind stupidity and credulous folly, had brought
us to this pass. When that weak administration assumed
office their war-cry was economy," but their acts of retrench-
ment had been ill-jadged. With singular want of foresight
they had starved the great departments concerned with the
defence of the country, and had seriously curtailed those wise
preparations for war which, in very truth, make for peace.
They had not seen or realizad that, in order to secure that
permanent peace whlch we all desired, it was not sufficient
that the navy should be strong, nor even so strong as to be able
to meet any probable hostile combination; it was necessary
that its strength should be so overwhelmingly great that any
attack on it would be realized to be an act of pure madness.

This is the moral which the story is intended to point.
The plot io worked out wlth great Bkill and ingenuity, the
whole action taking place within a week. The story opens
in a ward of the Edinburgh Royal Infirmary, where the
ravings of a German spy, dying of pneumonta, and the
papers found after his death amongst his things, arouse
the suspIclons of Captain James Webb, of the Royal Army
Medical Corps, and Sister Louie Reval. That lady has a
brother, an officer in the navy, who is spending his sick
leave in Germany, with the object of getting the plan of
the fortifications of Kiel. From the papers found on the
spy It is discovered that Frank Reval is being watched by
the German Government, and is in serious danger. Webb
goes to Kiel to warn him, and from that point the story is
a series of stirring adventures and hairbreadth 'scapes.
Reval discovers that the Germans are preparing -to invade
Scotland wlthin three days, and manages to steal the
dispatches containing their plan of action, of which
the following is a summary: The Cbannel Fleet having
been cruising in the North Sea, the Atlantic fleet
being off the coast of Portugal, and the Home fleet not
ready for Eea, the German fleet was to sail for the Firth of
Forth, and waiting till the Channel Fleet had put into
Rosyth to coal, blow up the Forth Bridge, so that the
English ships would be cut off from the open sea by the
debria. Edinburgh would be then at their mercy, and
they could effect a landing before the other Britiab fleets
could come up. Reval photographs the dispatches, and,
disguised as his fiancAe's maid, manages to smuggle the
films through to London in time to warn the Admiralty
of the intended invasion. The Germans find their care-
fully laid plans frustrated, and at the battle of Largo Bay
are totally defeated, and their fleet dispersed. The
story is well told, the adventures follow thick and
fast, and the interest and excitement are kept up to the
very end. The love story of Frank Reval and Marie
Lenhartz is very daintily handled, and Marie, with
her gay courage and practical common sense, is a
charming heroine. Some of the scenes are wonder-

5 The Way of WVar. By Hew Scot. Publisbed by John Long, 13 and
14, Norris Street, Haymarket, London; pp. 316.

fully dramatic; for instance, when Reval in a restaurant

at Kiel sees a party of German naval officers drink to

the success of the invasion, and then break their glasses.
The description of the ruins of the Forth Bridge and the

sudden attack of the German men-of war at night is very

fine. We commend the Way of War to all lovers of a

stirrirg story, and we would esp?cially invite the atten-

tion of members of Parliament, especially those of thes
Labour party, to the serious teaching conveyed in so

interesting a manner by Mr. Scot.

To those novels written by doctors we add two dealing
with matters mnre or less medical. Of the author of

Roger DintwiddieI we know nothing, but from internal

evidence we conclude that he is not a doctor. The book

might almost be described as the story of a quack's
career, if there is such a thing as a spiritual empiric in

the same sense as the term is used in relation to medi-

cine. Roger Dinwiddie sets up in practice, with a brass

plate, in Gower Street, like any ordinary doctor, but with

this difference-that he professes to cure souls, not bodies.

He ts not a clergyman, and seems to hold no form of

creed, but treats the soul ss a physician treats the body-

as he expresses it, "s cientifically."
Agriculture, manufacture, literature, in barbarous-times

empirical, tentative, wasteful, of ten hopelessly mistaken, have

at last called in the aid of true science. Shall religion alone

lag behind ?

This is his doctrine and "true science," according to him,

consists in the recognition of the fairly obvious fact that

different religions suit different temperaments, and that

it is wisest to follow the one that suits one best! He is

very broad-minded, this spiritual consultant, and proves

his.impartiality in regard to sects and systems by sending

one patient to join the Salvation Army, and ordering

another to enter a religions order. With the exception

of these two cases, however, the doctor's treatment

appears to consist in mere vague talk and advice,

which could scarcely give relief to the blindest

believer in Christian Science. The story consists chiefly
in accounts of the various patients who consult Dinwiddie

for their "soul sickness" and his methods of treatment,

but a thin thread of plot runs through the book. The

doctor falls in love with one of his patients, a lady

journalist, who nearly ruins him by attacking him anony-

mously in the newspapers, and refuses to have anything
to do with him till there is nothing left for her to do but

marry him or starve. The doctor, however, describes her

as "that part of me which I lost when I came to the

material warld, and which I have been seeking, ever

since." He does not rest till he wins her, and all ends

happily. The public by this time having tired of their

former idol, Dinwiddie and his wife emigrate to try soul

curing in "fresh woods and pastures new." The stoTy is

foolish, and the folly of -the thing is made more apparent

by the feeble style and the crude manner in which it is

told. With proper handling the main idea might have

supplied the material for a good character study; but of

character drawing there is practically nothing, the soul

doctor and his clientele being nothing more than puppets,

and rather improbable puprets at that.

Mrs. PHELPS WARD is well known In the United States

as an opponent of vivisection. From this the nature and

moral of her story of Trizy/ may be inferred. The

heroine is a little white performing French poodle, whose

owner, a cripple boy called Dan Badger, earns his living by

exhibiting her marvellous tricks to the public. Trixy,

who is almost human in her intelligence, is stolen for

vivisection. Being locked up near the laboratory with

other animals used for experiments, she helps a black

spaniel to escape. Caro, the spaniel, returns to his home,

where he has been mourned as dead for two years. His

mistress, Miriam Lauriat, is horrified at his mutilated

condition, and, finding it to be the work of Dr. Olin Steele,

an eminent vivisector, to whom she is on the point of

being engaged, she promptly throws him over. Trixy

herself is rescued by a lawyer named Surbridge from the

vivisectors just as she is about to be operated upon, and

restored to Dan. The two take up their abode permanently
under Miriam's roof, and Miriam consoles herself with

6Roger Dinwiddie, Soul Doctor. By A. M. Irvine. Published at
Clifford's Inn, London. by T. Werner Laurie. Pp. 343.
7Trixy. By Elizabeth Stuart Phelps Ward. Published by Hodder

and Stoughton, London; pp. 299.
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Surbridge. The discomfited Steele dies through poison-
ing himself in inoculating a guinea-pig, haunted by visions
of the animals he had "s acrificed . . . to a physiological
caprlce," and deserted by all save.his faithful dog, and
his scientific friends, who, with the charity characteristic
of the antivivisectionist, are said to be actuated not by pity
for the dying man, but merely by interlest in his disease.
As 'a protest against vivisection the book is decidedly
feeble. Mrs. Ward describes in lurid language the suffer-
ings of the vivisected animals, and the deteriorating effect
vivisection has on the men who practise it, but her words
do not convince. They do not ring true. Moreover, she
has fallen into the common error of painting her villains
too black. The vivisectors are all scoundrels of the
deepest dye. Even Steele, who at the beginning of his
medical career is filled with loathing for vivisection, is
rapidly degraded when he begins to practise it, and "a
curious Indefinable likeneas" becomes developed between
him and his fellow vivisector, Dr. Bernard, of whom it is
Laid that if taken away " from the protection of his posi-
tion and put in the slums . . . the average police officer
would have picked him out as the type of a defective bent
towards crime!" This is how she describes the typical
vivisector:
His face . . . was brutal. He bad the eyes of an inquisitor,

lowering and shifty. To an ordinary citizen his was a face to
be dreaded. It was the type that was common in the sixteenth
century. It was broad, flat, and surmounted by a rebellious
fiery mane. But if his face would insplre dread, his hands
gave the layman a nameless apprehension.
We know the face, with " the eyes of an inquisitor, lower-
Ing and shifty," and all the rest of it. But we have seen
it, not in the laboratory, but on the platform at antivivi-
section meetings, and among the audience at gatherings
where Lister is denounced as a "brute." On the other
hand, the halo with which Mrs. Phelps Ward encircles
the heads of the antivivisectore is like the calves of the
Hamlet which Pip (in Great Expectations) wished were
more probable. The heroine, Miriam, who gives herself
up to philanthropy and is said to be adored by all with
whom she came in contact, is, in Wordsworth's phrase-

A creature . . . too bright and good
For human nature's daily food.

A girl who "brought home . . . an old woman who had
never seen the city or been on a railroad before; installed
her in the big guest room . . . brought the old lady to the
table with the family, and required the servants to wait on
her for a week," must have been a disturbing element In a
quiet family. It is easy to understand how it was that she
could not get on very well with her aunt; Mrs. Jeifries, who
lived with her, and who, by the way, is the best drawn
and only sensible character in the book. Wben Trixy is
lost, Miriam " at the first announcement of Dan's calamity
. . . would have closed her house at the Eeashore and
moved back to tofwn. But Mrrs. Jeifcies, who had no
moods, few whims, and inexorable habits, could see no
reason why the household should leave the coast four
weeks too soon because a bog in the slums had lost his
dog." Neither, we confess, do we; but no antivivisec-
tionist wortby of the name would ever hesitate to sacrifice
the comfort of a fellow-creature for the gratification of
what Sir Peter Teazle would have ca'led his noble senti-
ments. Besides the lack of humour, which is also a badge
of the tribe, Mrs. Phelps Ward has a remarkable style. Of a
person who was puzzled and stopped speaking, she says:
bOn the palette of her sentence the words ran together
like gamboge and Prussian blue, and became a puzzled
silence, wbich was a new colour!" Elsewhere we are
told that " by this time the pallid sun had been gulped by
massing clouds, and a dark storm was imminent." We
are not surprised, therefore, that Dr. Steele, after reading
some extraordinary verses written by Miriam, " returned
the proof-sheet to her," or that he said to her "per-
plexedly," " I don't understand it. It is graceful, but I don't
think I know what you mean." With the omission of the
" graceful " we may say the same of Mrs. Ward's book.

NOTES ON BOOKS.
THE thirty-second volume of the Transactions of the Edin-
burgh Obstetrical Society covers the work done during the
session 1906-7. It contains some sixteen papers and dis-
cussions, many of them being well illustrated, but it is,

perhaps, not inappropriate that the two which are on the
whole the most attractive should be those of the President
himself, Dr. J. W. Ballantyne. One of these is an able
discussion of the contents of that old-world treatise on
obstetrics known as the"Byrth of Mankynde," comniled by
Raynalde in the sixteenth century; the other is a forecast
of the immediate future of obstetrics, in rather an original
guise. being an imaginary conversation with No. 1940 on
the Time Exchange. No. 1940 is President of the Edin-
burgh Obstetrical Society thirty-three years hence, and
gives an interesting account of what has happened in
the obstetrical world in the interval, the last few words
of the conversation giving a hint that the unseen speaker
is a woman.

The sixth and seventh volumes of the Practical Medicine
Series for 1907, the general editor of which is Dr. G. P.
HEAD, of Chicago, deal respectively with pediatrics and
orthopaedlc surgery and with general medicine, and on
the analogy of the series for last year the three remaining
volumes of the ten which are annually issaed may be
expected to deal respectively with therapeutics, preventive
medicine, climatology, and forensic medicine; with
physiology, pathology, bacteriology, and new words; and
with skin, venereal, nervous, and mental diseases. The
series as a whole has not yet attracted as much attention
in Eogland as it perhaps deserves; its intention is to give
an abstract in ten volumes each year of the latest additions
t(D existing knowledge on each of the subjects treated,
these covering the whole range of medicine and surgery.
As such, the series constitutes a kind of yearbook of a
more elaborate character than usual, and one likely to be
of most use to those who are already fairly well up in each
subject. The editors of each volume seem to have been
carefully chosen, and for the most part to have made
their selections with discretion, while illustrations are
freely used. The book is published in America, the sole
agents for its sale in Great Britain being Messrs. Gillies
and Co., of Glasgow.

MEDICAL AND SURGICAL APPLIANCES.
Scissors for Taking Out Sutures.

Mr. EDWARD MARLTEN PAYNE (Blackburn) writes:
The usual method of taking out a suture is for
the surgeon to seize it with a pair of forceps
held in the left hand and draw it up into a loop,
which he cuts through with a pair of scissors held
in the right hand. This method is often attended with
difficulty and inconvenience, especially if the surgeon is
without assistance and the suture is awkwardly situated,
as the operator feels the want of a third hand to keep the
neighbouring tissues or organs in a convenient position.
To obviate these difficulties I have designed a special form
of suture scissors. The anterior portion of the lower blade
is fine and needle-like, curved upward, and terminates in a
fine point. The upper blade is stouter than the lower, and

has its cutting edge curved reciprocally to it. In using the
instrument, the loop of the suture is easily caught up by
the sharp lower blade and cut by the upper blade of the
scissors, manipulated by the right hand of the operator,
leaving the left hand at liberty to adjust the tissues. The
makers are Messrs. Arnold and Sons, West Smithfield,
London, E C.

THE inaugural meeting of the 154th session of the Society
of Arts will take place at the Society's house, John Street,
Adelphi, on Wednesday next at 8 p.m.. when Sir Stewart
Colvin Bayley, K.C.S.I., will give an addrees. On Friday,
November 29th, at the same hour, Dr. J. S. Haldane,
F.R.S., will give the first Shaw Lecture on the hygiene of
work in compressed air (diving, caisson work, tunnelling,
etc.), and on Wednesday, December 4th, Sir Edward W.
Brabrook will read a paper on old-age pensions. The
Cantor Lectures, by Mr. Conrad Beck, on the theory of the
microscope, will be given at 8 p.m. on Mondays, November
25th, December 2nd, 9tb, and 16th.


